MADNESS IN PLAY BY BORIS
11 September 2020 at 15:14

Moonshot and Madness revealed in Government

https://youtu.be/sgOLm82hRkg

https://youtu.be/sgOLm82hRkg
“Dr John Campbell has been doing daily reports since the beginning of the
pandemic and is very level headed, generally in support of official
precautions already taken but willing to admit when he has got something
wrong. He has never given the impression of having a political axe to
grind.
His severe criticism of Johnson’s “moonshot” scheme to test millions of
people daily at enormous cost is therefore all the more credible. Going on
my past observation , any scheme which this government describes as “
world beating” is going to be crap - and very expensive crap too.
Edward”
Unnecessary £100 billion or £3,500 pa per person or more for a regular testing
until the impossible occurs, namely zero results are positive.
.... the tests produce too many false positives and there are 8 or less deaths per day ( ie nothing out of the daily
1,600 deaths per day in Uk).... and it is impossible to reduce them below 7 or 22 pw. See below.
..., see the PAPER On briefingsforfreedom

“How Likely is a Second wave?”
7 September 2020. Updated 8 September 2020.

Paul Kirkham, Professor of cell Biology and Head of Respiratory Disease Research Group at
Wolverhampton University
Dr Mike Yeadon, former CSO and VP, Allergy and
Respiratory Research Head with Pfizer Global R&D and co-Founder of Ziarco Pharma Ltd
Barry Thomas, Epidemiologist

Nb from a pathologist Clare Craig:“Some of these false positive patients will die with this false
positive COVID result (they die because whatever brought them
into hospital kills them, not COVID, which they don’t have). In a
normal year, across all patients admitted to hospital, the average
risk of dying is 1.7% (3). So, I will assume that 1.7% of our falsepositive die each week. This would account, on reduced
admissions still, for 14 deaths a week falsely labelled as COVID

admissions still, for 14 deaths a week falsely labelled as COVID
deaths. With admission levels back to normal at 1,400 a month
then we can expect 22 deaths a week. It will be impossible for
deaths to fall below that level.”
Says Clare Craig frc pathologist.
https://logicinthetimeofcovid.com/home/
We must support legal actions of Simon Dillon and English Democrats by crowd funding.
Editor
http://www.briefingsforfreedom.co.uk/

